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Innovation and efficiency for urban spaces. 
CityMax is a concept that delivers a versatile 
urban lighting system with a modern, innovative 
design, for a variety of city applications. It 
guarantees excellent levels of illumination for 
different types of lighting applications. With its 
flexible design it offers an extensive range of 
lumen packages and varied mounting options that 
are an ideal solution for city projects that 
encompass streets, avenues, squares and roads.

• Tool-less entry
• Rated IP66 and IK10
• Operating temperature: -40° to 50°
• Available in 3000K and 4000K
• Luminous flux range between 2200 and 15,000 l
• Overvoltage Protection 10KV/KA
• Tilt-10° to 10°in increments of 2.5° in SE mounting and PT vertical

Note: Data is correct at time of print 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

The CityMAX modules include state-
of-the-art LEDs to ensure 
maximum efficacy. The versatility of 
the outer module allows for 
different lumen packages, ranging 
from 2,000lm to 9,000lm.  

The inner modules have been 
designed for applications requiring 
higher lumen packages. The combined 
Outer & Inner module configuration
delivers 12,000 lm or 15,000 lm.

OUTER MODULE 

INNER MODULE 

TYPICAL LUMINAIRE PERFORMANCE

LUMEN MAINTENANCE FACTORS 

Note: Data is correct at time of print 
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The LED module system covers a large contact surface 
that conducts heat away from the critical electronic 
components which is then dissipated throughout the 
housing. The channel between the modules and the gear 
compartment generates a constant flow of air that 
passes through the luminaire. This process of convection 
ensures the luminaire is running as cool as possible 
resulting in a long system life.

Using programmable gear, DALI and 1 -10V protocool, the 
lighting is managed in a more efficient manne , minimising 
consumption and maximising performance. Integrates with 
all available CMS. 

Convenient luminaire access from the top, without the 
need for tools. The modules are separate from the driver, 
which encourages heat dissipation by way of convection 
and conduction.

TILT OPTIONS 
The design of CityMAX allows on site 
-10º to 10º tilting on side entry and
post top variants.

THERMAL MANAGEMENT 

MAINTENANCE

CONTROL 

Housing, cover, modules, arms and mountings manufactured 
from high quality, low copper content aluminium. The quality 
of the materials and coating process used ensures a 
product with a long mechanical life.  

MATERIAL AND FINISH 

WEIGHT  kgs

WINDAGE  m2

CityMax is a versatile lighting solution with 4 couplers 
enabling installation in all kinds of urban environments. 

MOUNTING OPTIONS 
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DIMENSIONS

VB Mounting 

PT Mounting 

SE Mounting 

CP Mounting 

CB Mounting 

ST1 - Symmetric 
Long

AS3 - Asymmetric

AS2 - Asymmetric

AS1 - Long & Narrow

OPTICS 

FW - Forward Throw

ST3 - Symmetric

ST2 - Symmetric 
Wide 

Features the latest generation optics for 
excellent light distribution. Seven optics 
available with Forward Throw , symmetric and 
asymmetric options.
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